Abstract-This paper focuses in the observer design for nonlinear discrete time systems. The main objective is the application of the Differential Mean Value Theorem (DMVT) to transform the nonlinear dynamics error to a linear parameter varying (LPV) system. This aims to introduce a less restrictive condition on the nonlinear functions. To ensure asymptotic stability, sufficient conditions are formulated in Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMIs). For comparison, an observer based on the utilization of the OneSided Lipschitz condition is introduced. High performances are shown through numerical simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
State estimation for nonlinear systems have gained a lot of interest, resulting in a substantial amount of literature; see [1] - [2] - [3] - [4] - [5] - [6] and the references inside.
In the last few years, special attention was given to the observer design for nonlinear continuous-time systems [7] . State observer of nonlinear systems becomes an open and difficult problem. In addition of the famous extended Kalman filter [8] - [9] - [10] , some nonlinear state observers which are based on the Lipschitz propriety, Riccati equation, ... [11] - [12] - [13] exist.
The major interest of this paper is to compare two observer synthesis methods : the first uses the DMVT principle to transform the variation of the estimation error using the nonlinear function as a class of LPV systems [14] . The second is based on two properties : the One-Sided Lipschitz (OSL) and the Quadratically Inner-Bounded (QIB) conditions [4] . For both observers, asymptotic convergence is obtained using a formulation based on LMI. Then for a large value of Lipschitz constant, we will test the effectiveness of the two methods [15] - [4] .
In the following, we introduce the general organization of this manuscript. In Section 2, we state the problem formulation. Next, the synthesis methods of the observers gains will be detailed. The last section is devoted to the performance-test of the proposed methods by using a well known example with a comparison between the work of [4] and [15] .
Notations: These notations are used in this paper .
-A T is the transposed matrix of A ;
-R is a square matrix. The notation R > 0 (R < 0) means that R is positive definite (negative definite) ;
a vector of the canonical basis of R r ;
-In a matrix, the blocks induced by symmetry are noted
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT Consider this class of nonlinear systems :
where x(k) ∈ R n , u(k) ∈ R m and y(k) ∈ R p denote respectively the state, the input and the linear output. A and C are constant matrices of adequate dimensions. g :
n is the nonlinear vector. let's consider now the basic state observer:
The dynamic of the estimation error becomes:
where
In the next section, a recent method given by [4] based on OSL condition will be presented.
A. OSL Observer
The observer synthesis [4] - [5] is based on this two assumptions : 
where ρ is the OSL constant.
• Assumption 2 g is QIB with respect to x(k).i.e,
where β ∈ R and γ ∈ R.
ρ, β and γ are arbitrary constants. In addition, if the function g is Lipschitz, then it is also both OSL and QIB (β > 0 and γ). The quadratic inner-boundedness principle (5) can easily give a simple and tractable LMI stability conditions. (2) is an asymptotic observer for system (1) if there are scalars α > 0, μ 1 > 0, μ 2 > 0, ρ, β, γ and > 0 and matrices P = P T > αI n , Q = Q T > 0, S and X that solve the following LMI :
and
where N is:
Then, the gain for observer is
Proof. In this section we present some guiding steps. Initially, the candidate Lyapunov function V (k) (in quadratic form) is defined by:
The variation ΔV is as follows:
The conditions (4) and (5) give the following inequality:
where μ 1 > 0 and μ 2 > 0 are chosen arbitrary. With the fact that P > αI n and using (12) in (11), it follows that :
Then, using ε(k + 1) expressed in (3), ε(k) → 0, as soon as ΔV < 0, which holds true if :
T P . The BMI problem of (14)- (16) is not convex (the term
To make this problem linear, [4] proposes a three-steps procedure. This procedure is based on rewriting (16) as:
ψφ T + φψ T will compensate the term T 1 causing the BMI with
. Now, using the matrix inequality:
with > 0 The BMI can be linearized to give the LMI (7). All the details and procedures are given in [4] .
The subject of the next part is to present the observer based on DMVT.
B. Observer based on DMVT
This section is dedicated to present some steps to the proposed approach. First, considering that the Jacobian matrix of g satisfies [15] :
Some synthesis conditions to assure asymptotic convergence will be detailed, especially, a non-restrictive sufficient condi-tion in order to ensure the feasibility of a LMI [16] . First, the set H is defined as:
The set H n,n is a bounded convex domain The set of vertices is defined by:
Secondly, the affine matrix function is given by:
where : v ∈ H n,n . Now, state the theorem below to synthesis a useful observer for Lipschitz nonlinear systems.
Theorem 2. The estimation error ε(k) is asymptotically stable if there are matrices P = P T > 0 and R of appropriate dimensions such that the following LMI is feasible:
Then, the gain observer is 
Proof. Now, Considering the proposition below: Proposition. (The DMVT for vector valued function [14]). Let
In analogy to the approach of [4] - [15] - [14] , and by applying the Proposition on the function g, we conclude that there exist z i ∈ Co(x,x), for all i = 1, ..., n, such that:
For simplicity, consider these notations:
with :
From (24) and (28), ε(k + 1) (3) becomes
where Υ(w(k)) = A + Ξ zi . Then, the observer synthesis problem (2) became a formulation of the stability of a class of LPV systems (32).
Considering the standard Lyapunov function as:
where P = P T > 0. The variation of V (k) is:
Now, based on the Schur property [17] and the notation R = L T P , ΔV < 0 for all ε(k) = 0 if:
for all w(k) ∈ H n,n . So, ΔV < 0 if F < 0 on V Hn,n . Since P is positive-definite, then the gain L = P −1 R T . This synthesis observer reduces conservative conditions on nonlinear function.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed observers, we consider the one-link flexible joint robot [6] - [18] ⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩θ
Where θ m and θ l are, respectively, the angles of rotations of the motor and link. ω m and ω l are their angular velocities. J m and J l are, respectively, the inertia of the motor and link. K T , k, m, g and h are positive constants. The set of nonlinear continuous equations is :
where: • The nonlinear function:
After the discretization (with Euler method), the discrete time systems becomes :
with T e = 0.01s.
Using the OSL property, we can verify that g(x(k)) satisfies condition (4) with ρ = λT e . Also, g(x(k)) is a Lipschitz function, and QIB with β = λT e and γ = 0.
Applying the DMVT approach, we obtain w ij = 0 for all (i, j) = (4, 3) and w 43 = λT e cos(z 3 (k)). Then, the set of vertices V H4,4 can be reduced to V H4,4 = {−λT e , +λT e }. In the next section, we note:
• L 1 : observer gain matrix using the property of OSL.
• L 2 : observer gain matrix using the DMVT theorem.
For comparison, two cases will be considered in which we vary the value of the Lipschitz constant.
A. First case : λ = 3
By solving LMIs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we obtain: As shown in Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4 , for a small value of λ (λ = 3), the state is very well estimated using the property of one sided-Lipschitz and also using the DMVT theorem.
In the next part, the value of λ will be increased to test the performance of the two observers.
B. Second case : λ = 500
With the same analogy we obtain: As shown in Figs. 5 and 6, for a high value of λ (λ = 500), the state vector is well estimated using the DMVT theorem. But using the property of OSL, it's clear that the observer loses its performances. Another advantage also is that related to the computation time. Indeed, when solving the LMIs, it is quite clear that the DMVT-Observer allocates less memory and computing time compared to the OSL Observer (only three variables to search with DMVT, while with the OSL Observer more than 12 parameters to be determined).
IV. CONCLUSION
An efficient observer for a class of nonlinear discretetime systems is presented. The application of the DMVT had ensured that the stability analysis has been performed with non restrictive sufficient condition based on LMIs. The developed method is then applied to state estimation of the one-link flexible joint robot. Numerical results have confirmed that the use of DMVT design method offered high quality of estimation.
